
Getting Access to the Arizona  

GeoData Supply Chain Application 
 

Joining the Group 
In order to gain access to the Arizona GeoData Supply Chain Application you must join the Arizona Centerline 

Unification group. Click on Groups from the menu bar and this will take you to the AZGEO Groups page. 

 

 

 

 

Scroll down to the Multi-Agency section where you will find the Arizona Centerline Unification Group. Click Join 

Group. Or you can click Read More if you would like to go to the Arizona Centerline Unification Group Page to 

learn more about the group and then click Request Group Membership from there. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Next you will be directed to a page where you are asked to explain why you would like to join the group. Explain 

why and then click the “Join” button. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



You will then be directed to a page where you are asked to answer again why you want to be a part of the 

group, who referred you, and to check mark all of the Functions and Geographic Areas of interest to you. (For an 

explanation of the functions, please scroll to the end of this document.)   

 

 
 

Check all boxes in each section that apply to you. These choices will be used to determine when you are notified 

about new tickets that are created by users. Any time a new ticket is created that matches BOTH a function and 

area of interest that you have checked, you will receive an email about that ticket. For instance, based on the 



information I entered (below) if Joe makes a ticket about a problem with address ranges in Maricopa County, I 

will be on the list of people to receive an email about the ticket.  However, if Joe creates a ticket about a 

problem with address ranges in Cochise County, I will not be on the list. 

Once you have made your selections, read the email disclaimer. If you agree, check “I Agree” and then click 

“Save.” 

 

After you have asked to join the group, you will get an email from azgeo.smtp1@gmail.com stating that your 

membership request is pending and telling you that you will receive a second email when your request is 

accepted or denied. 

 

After you get an email from azgeo.smtp1@gmail.com stating that your membership request is approved and 

you are in the group then you can start using the application. 

 

 

 

 

Updating Your Group Settings 
If you want to add/remove functions or areas of interest at any time in the future, you can do so.  First log into 

AZGEO.  Then click on “My Account” on the top right of the page. 

 

 

Then click on “Centerline Unification Settings” on the lower left of the 

page and a page will open that lets you change any of the functions and 

areas.  Once you have completed your updates, click the “Save” button 

at the bottom of the page.  You must leave the “I Agree” option 

checked. 

 

  



Explanation of Functions 
 

Function Description 

Data Transmission Only New mass transmissions of centerlines for the geographic area(s) that you are 
subscribed to. 

Centerline Geometry Issues regarding the shape of particular roadway centerlines in the geographic area(s) 
that you are subscribed to. 

Road Naming Issues regarding the attribute that defines the full name (or any part thereof) of a 
particular roadway centerline in the geographic area(s) that you are subscribed to. 

Address Range 
Issues regarding the attributes (typical 4 fields) that define the left/right from/to 
extents of individual centerline shapes in the geographic area(s) that you are 
subscribed to. 

Address Point 
Issues regarding the location/attributes that define a particular parcel or structure 
address represented as a point or polygon in the geographic area(s) that you are 
subscribed to. 

Demarcation Points 
Issues regarding the transitionary intersection of  two or more centerlines that meet at 
a jurisdictional boundary - but are provided by different agencies - in or adjacent to a 
geographic area(s) that you are subscribed to. 

Alignment 
Demarcations 

Issues regarding the co-alignment of two or more centerlines that follow the same 
roadway when more than one agency maintains different centerline files for the same 
roadway in the geographic area(s) that you are subscribed to. 

Federal Functional 
Classification 

Issues regarding the federal functional classification database in the geographic areas 
that you are subscribed to. 

Road Ownership Issues regarding the road ownership and/or maintainership in a geographic area(s) that 
you are subscribed to. 

ADOT Roadway 
PhotoLog 

Issues regarding the ADOT Roadway Photolog in a geographic area(s) that you are 
subscribed to. 

Roadway Inventory Issues regarding the ADOT Roadway Characteristic Inventory in a geographic area(s) 
that you are subscribed to. 

Bridge Inventory Issues regarding ADOT's portion of the National Bridge Inventory in a geographic 
area(s) that you are subscribed to. 

Rail Crossing Inventory Issues regarding the ADOT Rail Crossing Inventory in a geographic area(s) that you are 
subscribed to. 

Pavement Performance Issues regarding the pavement performance data in a geographic area(s) that you are 
subscribed to. 

Federal HPMS Data Issues regarding ADOT's portion of the Highway Performance Monitoring System 
database in a geographic area(s) that you are subscribed to. 

 


